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and developing the highest performing composite golf shafts for discerning golfers everywhere. MRC GOLF leverages our own 

resources and raw materials (vertical integration), which gives us a competitive advantage. Over the years, MRC GOLF has been a 

leading supplier of premium composite golf shafts worldwide. With many of the world’s best players using Mitsubishi Rayon golf

shafts, MRC GOLF has established itself as a dominant force in the golf industry.
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Mitsubishi Rayon makes some of best golf shafts because we 
make them from scratch. We not only manufacture the golf 
shaft, but all of the critical raw materials that make up the golf 
shaft including the monomer, acrylic fiber, carbon fiber, resin, 
and prepreg. Over the last 30 years, we have developed more 
than a thousand different formulations of resin and made 
over a hundred types of fiber for many performance-based 
applications, including golf shafts.

This vertical integration means we can make virtually any 
combination of resins and fibers required to optimize a 
golf shaft’s design and performance. The majority of our 
competitors, on the other hand, work with a relatively limited 
list of raw materials from a finite number of available suppliers. 
Typically they purchase stock prepreg, which can require 
designs to be adjusted to the limitations of the available 
materials. Our ability to make any composition of resin or fiber 
and combine them into our own prepreg sets us apart from our 
competition. It provides us with A Material Difference.

Monomers
Basic raw materials consisting of simple molecular structures (monomers) 
are combined to produce Acrylonitrile (AN). AN is then polymerized to form 
polyacrylonitrile (PAN). Mitsubishi Rayon uses the highest grade materials 
available to create AN and PAN.

Precursor
A solution of PAN is then spun into precursor. The process of creating precursor 
heavily influences the quality and consistency of the carbon fiber. It is a process 
in which Mitsubishi Rayon has refined and perfected over the past 80-years.

Carbon Fiber
Precursor is oxidized and carbonized in ovens to produce carbon fiber.
Mitsubishi Rayon produces carbon fiber for a variety of different applications 
and is one of the largest manufacturers of carbon fiber in the world.

Prepreg
Carbon fibers are impregnated with resin to produce ready-to-mold 
material in sheet or tow form. Mitsubishi Rayon produces a variety
of different types of prepreg for many different applications
(e.g. aerospace, sporting goods, etc.).

Golf Shafts
Different types of prepreg are then cut into specific patterns and rolled 
to create a composite golf shaft. Mitsubishi Rayon has over 30-years of 
experience in designing and developing premium, performance oriented 
golf shafts.

Resins
Mitsubishi Rayon has developed many different resin systems that 
possess a variety of mechanical properties (e.g. density, strength, 
toughness).
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The best materials
make the best shafts.
A single strand of carbon fiber is a highly complex thing. It can be used in thousands of 
ways, with a virtually limitless variety of performance characteristics.

We think about carbon fiber a lot. There are people at Mitsubishi Rayon (and our 
parent company, Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings) who know more about carbon fiber—
what it can and can’t do, how to work with it to do new things—than anybody else in 
the world.

And when you take the best of those
ideas and focus them on a single goal—
making the most advanced golf shafts
in the world—you get a lot of very
satisfied golfers.

Several of our premier shafts
feature Ion Plating, a sophisticated 
process of fusing chrome or silver 
ions to the shaft through a vacuum 
process. The shaft has a stunning 
finish that cannot be achieved
by paint.

Our ability to “custom craft” raw 
materials means we can create 
prepreg and resins from scratch, 
for the exact performance traits
we want. This is unlike other
shaft companies, who often buy 
ready-made materials and have
to adapt their shaft designs to
off-the-shelf solutions.

Our labs in Toyohashi, Japan developed an innovative 
way to infuse prepreg with tungsten powder, a very 
heavy metal powder. We use it in our FUBUKI™ J-Series to 
raise the balance point without creating a more rigid shaft.Titanium Nickel (TiNi) Wire is a premium 

elastic wire that immediately springs 
back to original shape when stretched. 
Combining TiNi with carbon fibers in the 
tip-section allows energy to be loaded 
and unloaded with great efficiency,
while adding strength and stability.

Most of our material technologies are developed 
in-house by Mitsubishi Rayon at our labs in Toyohashi, 
Japan or within the Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings 
Group. We have created thousands of individual 
formulas for the raw materials that go into making 
carbon fiber shafts.

Our Power “Ninja” Core™ (P.N.C. ) Stainless Steel Mesh
Technology is a layer of ultra-thin yet strong steel 
webbing that’s integrated into the core of the shaft. 
The mesh  acts as a truss—adding strength and 
minimizing shaft deformation.

A Carbon Fiber/Kevlar (CK) woven material; featuring 
MRC Carbon fiber has been strategically placed under 
the hands to increase the strength and stability in 
the butt-section of the shaft in addition to providing 
superior feel and feedback throughout the swing.



276 :  NUMBER OF WINS ON
ALL MAJOR TOURS SINCE 2004;
WHICH IS 80 MORE THAN THE NEXT
CLOSEST COMPETITOR*.

$137million 

* Source: 2004-2015 Darrell-Survey PGA TOUR, Web.com 
Tour, and European Sports Marketing Inc. results for 
tournament winners’ driver shafts.

Let’s face it, there’s a lot of bragging that goes on in the golf business. And while 
some shaft companies go on and on about how often their shafts are used on the 
professional tours, we’ve always believed one measurement counts more than 
any other: Are players winning with it? Isn’t that the whole point? That’s what
Mitsubishi Rayon shafts do better than any other shaft: They help players win. 
Which is how the best players in the world become the best players in the world.

Winning is what counts.
And there’s a lot to count.

We’re not one of those shaft companies that makes every kind of shaft, 
at every possible price point. But we are the shaft company for players 
who want the best available shaft for their game and their money—
with advanced technologies. 

A shaft for every player.
As long as they want
the best.

Amount of prize money won by
players in 2015 using Mitsubishi
Rayon driver shafts; nearly
$40 million more than the
closest competitor*. 



Diamana™ is the brand that led the way for Mitsubishi Rayon when we came to the United States. It’s still
leading the way, eleven years later, with more than 200 wins on the worldwide pro tours. Diamana™ continues
to be a proven performer trusted by many pros because of its consistency and ability to deliver under pressure.
And, most importantly, because we never stop improving it as we develop new, advanced materials.

Tough-QURE™ Resin 
Our Tough-QURE™ resin cures harder and two times faster 
than traditional resins, for superior strength and durability.

Our proprietary Block Copolymer Technology allows Tough-
QURE™ to link “softer” (more elastic) polymers and “harder” 
(more durable) polymers together, creating a prepreg that 
significantly strengthens the shaft without sacrificing feel.

TM

DIALEAD™ Pitch Fiber 
Diamana™ features our latest prepreg with DIALEAD™ Pitch 
Fiber for outstanding strength and energy transfer with a 
minimum amount of shaft deformation. While more costly and 
difficult to manufacture, the pitch fiber we are using is much 
stronger than traditional carbon fiber.

All prepreg used in our shafts is developed and produced by 
Mitsubishi Rayon, or our trusted partners, giving us precise 
control over every step of the process.

Multi-Dimensional Interlay (M.D.I.) Technology
Multi-Dimensional Interlay allows us to layer carbon fiber in different 
directions along the shaft, to create very specific bend and torsion 
characteristics for the desired shaft performance. This gives us 
precise, pinpoint control over stiffness, stability and flex in any 
profile, while reducing shaft deformation at impact.

Our Diamana™ B, W and R profiles feature our third-generation 
M.D.I. with DIALEAD™. 

TM

M.D.I. Tough-QURE ™ DIALEAD ™ ION PLATING JAPAN MADE VARIABLE  TORQUE

B/W/R SERIES

S+/D+/M+ SERIES

NEW  S+ LIMITED EDITION SERIES

Diamana ™ -   The shaft
that started it all.

TM



TENSEI™ -  Refining the limits
of material innovation and
performance.
The new TENSEI™ CK Series features a multi-material design that optimizes classic, tour-proven MRC GOLF bend profiles
in much the same manner as race car  designs use exotic materials to enhance performance and efficiency.

The Japanese word “Tensei” means “transformation” in English -- a more-than-appropriate name for this new franchise. 
While a typical shaft series includes three-to-six materials, the TENSEI™ CK Series combines 11 different prepreg materials, 
including our Low Resin Content Prepreg (L.R.C.), classic,   proven bend profiles, and for the first time a Carbon Fiber/Kevlar (CK) 
weave featuring MRC carbon fiber — all to help refine and take our classic smooth bend profile to an entirely new level.

Carbon Fiber / Kevlar (CK) Weave
A Carbon Fiber/Kevlar (CK) woven material; featuring MRC 
carbon fiber has been strategically placed under the hands 
to increase the strength and stability in the butt-section 
of the shaft in addition to providing superior feel and 
feedback throughout the swing.

 BORON L.R.C. CARBON/KEVLAR  ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALS 

NEW CK BLUE SERIES

NEW CK PRO BLUE SERIES

Low Resin Content Prepreg (L.R.C.)
Using less resin allows us to create higher density 
of carbon fibers without adding additional weight. 
Result: Added strength with enhanced feel. We’ve 
used Low Resin Content Prepreg in our shafts 
since 2011.

Ultra-Lightweight Materials
Our expertise in creating thousands of versions of carbon fiber 
and resin combinations gives us the ability to create unique 
high-performance materials designed to deliver exactly what
our engineers require to make our ultra-lightweight,
high-performance shafts.  



Low Resin Content Prepreg (L.R.C.)
All KURO KAGE™ shafts include Low Resin Content Prepreg, 
with up to 15% more carbon fiber and much less resin (20% 
vs.  33% for more traditional prepreg). Using less resin allows 
us to create higher density of carbon fibers without adding 
additional weight. Result: Added strength with enhanced feel. 
We’ve used Low Resin Content Prepreg in our shafts since 2011.

Variable Torque
The KURO KAGE™ Series features a
Variable Torque system for targeted,
fine-tuned performance. There’s a torque 
and flex designed to suit many players 
and their specific swing speeds.

KURO KAGE™ 
Fiber plus wire 
equals power.

Our KURO KAGE™ shafts feature two key technologies: Low Resin Content Prepreg; and Titanium Nickel (TiNi) Wire. After first 
using TiNi Wire in our ultra-light BASSARA™ series, we wanted to see how TiNi Wire would perform in heavier, tour-weighted 
shafts, which led to the KURO KAGE™ with TiNi being used with great success on the pro tours for the first time in 2013.

Using Low Resin Content Prepreg together with TiNi Wire delivers a potent combination
of power and accuracy.

Titanium Nickel (TiNi) Wire 
TiNi Wire is a premium elastic wire that immediately springs back to 
original shape when stretched.

Integrating TiNi with carbon fibers in the tip-section allows energy to 
be loaded and unloaded with great efficiency when the wire stretches, 
while providing extra strength and stability to the tip. This allows for 
tighter shot dispersion, even for players with high swing speed.

TiNi L.R.C.  PREPREG ION PLATING       VARIABLE TORQUE JAPAN MADE

XT / NEW XM SERIES

NEW BLACK / SILVER TiNi SERIES



FUBUKI ™ -  Where bold new
ideas are born and proven.
Since its introduction seven years ago, the FUBUKI™ Series has established itself as one of the most successful shafts 
on the worldwide professional tours, with more than 30 wins in the U.S. and Europe. The FUBUKI™ Series is our 
“proving ground” for disruptive, category-changing ideas that originate from our labs in Japan. Many of our 
most innovative technologies are first tested, proven and perfected in the FUBUKI™ Series.

Tungsten Powder
A major innovation for 2015 from the labs in Toyohashi, Japan 
is our use of resin-infused prepreg with tungsten powder, a very 
heavy and dense powder. Wrapping tungsten-infused resin sheets 
in the butt-section moves the center of gravity towards the butt of 
the shaft, without making the shaft more rigid. The higher balance 
point means greater flexibility in building the shaft at any length 
while keeping the same effective feel.

Power “Ninja” Core™ (P.N.C.) Stainless Steel Mesh
Our PNC Stainless Steel Mesh Technology was first used in the 
FUBUKI™ K-Series.

A layer of ultra-thin yet strong steel webbing is integrated into 
the core of the shaft. The mesh acts as a truss—adding strength 
and minimizing shaft deformation in all directions. It also 
creates efficient energy transfer down through the shaft.

Modulus Differential Technology (M.D.T.)
A major advancement when it was introduced in the original 
FUBUKI™ Tour, Modulus Differential Technology (M.D.T.) allows 
us to take fibers with different strength and performance traits 
and combine them to create extremely precise
“performance zones” along the shaft.

By fine-tuning fiber length and placement, we can dial in very 
specific launch and spin characteristics.

M.D.T.  P.N.C.  MESH   TUNGSTEN POWDER JAPAN MADE VARIABLE  TORQUE

J-SERIES

K-SERIES

Z-SERIES

TM



BASSARA™ - Where ultra-light
meets ultra-powerful. 
BASSARA™ shafts are not just re-engineered, lightweight versions of our heavyweight models. They’re specifically
designed to use our most innovative materials in new ways to provide great stability while shaving off precious grams.
Our latest achievement in this area is the New Grand BASSARA™  — Weighing in at 29 grams raw.

Ultra-Lightweight Materials
Our expertise in creating thousands of versions of carbon fiber and 
resin combinations gives us the ability to create unique high-
performance materials designed to deliver exactly what our engineers 
require to make our ultra-lightweight, high-performance shafts.  

Breaking the Sub-30 Barrier
We’ve created a shaft that’s less than 40 grams— that’s lighter than a 
golf ball or the average grip.

TiNi LIGHTWEIGHT COATING ION PLATING JAPAN MADE VARIABLE  TORQUE ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIAL

E-SERIES

P / GG-SERIES

NEW Grand SERIES

Titanium Nickel (TiNi) Wire 
TiNi Wire is a premium elastic wire that immediately springs 
back to original shape when stretched.

Integrating TiNi with carbon fibers in the tip-section allows
energy to be loaded and unloaded with great efficiency when 
the wire stretches, while providing extra strength and stability 
to the tip. This allows for tighter shot dispersion, even for
players with high swing speed.

Ion Plating
The Ion Plating process creates a sophisticated, 
premium finish that cannot be achieved just by 
applying paint. The shaft is put into a vacuum 
chamber where chrome or silver alloy ions are 
fused to the shaft. It’s a more costly, time-
consuming process but it creates a stunning 
finish that we think is worth the extra time.



OT™ IRON - We started by
rethinking everything.
The OT™ IRON shaft doesn’t use traditional sheet prepreg, but instead uses a new material for the golf shaft industry 
called Tow Prepreg. Tow Prepreg uses carbon fibers that are arranged in super-strong “bundles” (the way a steel cable 
is made). These bundles are impregnated with resin to create the Tow Prepreg, and then woven together like a braid.

The “braiding” technology using Tow Prepreg is incredibly resistant to twisting and ovaling and creates a shaft 
with no spine, so the shaft performs more consistently than a shaft made with traditional sheet prepreg.
The braiding also minimizes vibration, to provide the better feedback that is critical for iron play.

BRAIDED TECH TOW PREPREG JAPAN MADE

OT ™ SERIES

Tow Prepreg
Instead of being made with a traditional prepreg sheet, the
OT ™ IRON shaft employs a new material for golf shafts called 
Tow Prepreg that contains carbon fibers arranged in super-
strong “bundles” — much the way a steel cable is made. 
These bundles are impregnated with resin to create the
Tow Prepreg, and then woven together like a braid.

Braided Technology
The “braiding” technology using Tow Prepreg is incredibly 
resistant to twisting and ovaling and creates a shaft with 
no spine, so the shaft performs more consistently than a 
shaft made with traditional sheet prepreg.




